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The Dao gives birth to one
one gives birth to two
two gives birth to three
three gives birth to ten thousand things
ten thousand things with yin at their backs
and yang in their embrace
and breath between for harmony
Laozi, Dao De Jing (tr. Red Pine)
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Foreword
(Introduction to the exhibition of the works in this catalog at the Asian Art Museum, San Francisco, July 15-March 1, 2014)
Jay Xu

The Asian Art Museum is deeply honored to serve as the opening venue for From Two Arises Three: The Collaborative Works of Arnold Chang and Michael
Cherney, 2009-2014. In my nearly six years as director of the museum, I have witnessed a lively ongoing dialogue between contemporary artists and the great
works of tradition, as well as between artists working in Asian and Western modes. The collaboration presented here profoundly continues and expands those
dialogues.
At the most basic level, the artists’ contrasting backgrounds encapsulate the sort of dialogue I am talking about. Arnold Chang is of Chinese and Western
heritage. He studied with both James Cahill and C. C. Wang. Despite his long exploration of traditional Chinese ink painting, he is attentive to Western influences—
in 2010–2011, for example, he did a series of works responding to the paintings of Jackson Pollock for an exhibition at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, called
Fresh Ink. Chang lives in the U.S. Michael Cherney, on the other hand, is a New York-born photographer who studied at SUNY Binghamton but has been based in
China for many years. His Chinese name, given to him by his wife, Huang Dong, is Qiu Mai. His photographic work, for which he has traveled widely throughout
China, is informed by his admiration for the materials and themes of traditional ink painting.
But the dialogue represented by the collaboration of these artists goes much deeper than this. Their project has been one of deconstruction and reconstruction
that has led them to experiments—as we shall see in a moment—at the very molecular level of art. The title From Two Arises Three is drawn from Verse 42 of
Laozi’s Dao De Jing. It alludes to the way the works of two artists can engage in a dialogue that results in the creation of a third space.
Laozi tells us that “three gives birth to ten thousand things.” As it happens, the Asian Art Museum currently has ten thousand objects from its collection
available for viewing and research online at http://searchcollection.asianart.org. Each of those objects, like the work of Arnold Chang and Michael Cherney, can be
thought of as a kind of collaboration. Each was originally a contemporary art work, and each was created in relation to an artistic tradition.
One gives birth to two: an artist may create a solo work, but that work always exists in a certain context. Every object responds to tradition and contributes to
tradition, for tradition is a living thing that is always changing and growing. This is why at the Asian Art Museum we always strive to juxtapose the contemporary
and the traditional—to awaken the past and inspire the next. Each artwork can be viewed as a response, or antithesis, to the thesis of tradition, giving rise to a
new synthesis: two gives birth to three. Each artwork carries an implicit tradition within itself (just as yin and yang each bears the seed of the other), as each one
engages in the ongoing conversation that drives contemporary art.
Chinese landscape ink painting is a sophisticated tradition that has evolved over many hundreds of years. To a connoisseur, composition and brushwork in
such paintings evoke works from earlier centuries. To be fluently conversant in Chinese ink painting one must comprehend the dialogue each work engages in
with the past. Today there is a “new ink” movement, in which Chinese ink painting is confronting the broader international art scene. In this context, some of the
literati overtones of ink paintings may be lost, or may be regarded as diminished in relevance. So how can ink painting based on Chinese tradition remain relevant
in this new context? The collaboration between Arnold Chang and Michael Cherney suggests one way of responding to this question.
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These artists do not merely graft photographs onto ink paintings (or vice versa). Rather, they seek to merge the two in order to create a unique and distinct
third space. They employ a variety of techniques to do this. Sometimes the edge between photograph and painting is hard and distinct, while other times it
is more seamless. In one monumental work, Huangshan [plate 25], an accordion-style album of twelve double-leaves, photographs and paintings alternate on
facing pages. (Opened from the left in the Western way, Cherney’s name appears on top; opened from the right in the Chinese way, Chang’s name appears on
top.) The artists experiment with the full range of traditional formats—hanging scrolls, handscrolls, albums, single prints, fan prints—but the result always has
a contemporary feel.
In their quest to create a unique third space, the artists break their mediums down to what I would call the molecular level. Nature becomes deconstructed
to a rhythmic sequence of strokes with “breath between for harmony,” in the words of Laozi. While their collaboration takes a variety of forms, typically
Cherney travels to historic sites in China and takes black and white 35 mm photographs. Using a fast film, he purposely brings the grain of the photograph to the
forefront. At a certain point, the grain of the photographs begins to resemble the brushstrokes of painting. He then prints the image on the Chinese xuan paper
that normally is used not for photography but for works on ink, and he passes it along to Chang. Sometimes the photograph will evoke an instant association
for Chang. Other times the photo may sit for months before Chang gains a clear vision of how he will proceed. At that point he is likely to work relatively quickly,
expanding the photographic image into a larger work by means of the brush. Then the work typically returns to Cherney, who applies seals and makes mounts
or frames.
This process raises questions about the meaning of traditional landscape painting in the contemporary context. It gets to the most fundamental aspect of ink
painting: the brushwork (bimo 筆墨). If details of photographic grain resemble the strokes of a master brush artist, do they carry the same significance? What
is the meaning of traditional brushwork when it is juxtaposed with the result of a technological process (albeit one creatively controlled by an accomplished
photographer)? How can a photographic process based on light engage with a tradition in which lighting effects are not of prime importance? These questions
and more will surely intrigue every viewer of these works.
No doubt each of us will have our own answers. And this is what the best contemporary artwork does. It makes us question, and it makes us think. I can
think of no more provocative exploration of the meeting of Chinese ink painting with contemporary artistic issues than the collaboration of Arnold Chang and
Michael Cherney. By breaking painting and photography down to the smallest level—to what I call the molecular level—Chang and Cherney address the biggest
questions facing ink painting and contemporary art. As it is said in the Dao De Jing:
The greatest goal in the world begins small
therefore the sage never acts great
and so he achieves great things
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One from Two:
Collaborative Works by Michael Cherney and Arnold Chang
Stephen D. Allee

FIRST COMES THE PHOTOGRAPH
Michael Cherney works from the outside in. He begins with an idea and an itinerary, a journey and a hike,
and ends back in his studio at home. Inspired by traditional Chinese literature and art, Michael takes as his
primary subjects the iconic mountains and rivers of classical poetry and painting, an evocative terrain imbued
with cultural memory and significance: the long course of the Yangtze River from the mountains of Sichuan
to the distant sea, the misty languid vistas of the Xiao-Xiang region of ancient Chu, or the wooded hills and
streams of the Wangchuan Villa, beloved by the Tang dynasty poet Wang Wei.
For Michael, this means fieldwork and direct physical engagement. Up the ravine, along the ridge, pushing
through dense brush, he seeks the perfect vantage from which to frame the salient aspects of a particular
view, to capture in black-and-white those unique configurations of rock and vegetation, the exact textures of
light and shadow that situate him in time and space. Without allusion or direct reference to earlier styles and
compositions, Michael’s photographic images instead capture the idiosyncratic circumstance of his visit to a
particular place and preserve his immediate encounter with its landscape and weather. The explicit condition
of the present location is matched in potency against the implicit symbolism of its past.
On his return, Michael has slides produced. Isolating slices and sections, he begins a process of
deconstruction and manipulation. Mountain cliffs are reduced in scale to photographic images; photographic
images are mined for minute details; minute details are magnified again to the point of granulation and visual
abstraction. In Michael’s larger independent works, individual landscapes are clearly legible. But for many of the
collaborate works, he thoroughly blurs the line between solid and immaterial, creating a singular paradigm of
irregular patterns and gradations of tonality, at once imprecise but still recognizable as topography. Stripped
of particularity and context, the resulting images lack any geographical or temporal point of reference.
These Michael prints as anonymous squares and rectangles on large sheets of paper, usually one to each or
sometimes two, and sends a stack of variations off to Arnold Chang.
THEN COMES THE PAINTING
Arnold Chang works from the inside out. He begins with a search for visual cues and ciphers that confirm
the original orientation or context of the printed images. Then he allows them to incubate unattended in his
8

mind, sometimes for months, until intuition prompts him to proceed. Which way is up, is there a down, does
it matter? The photographs are kernels of energy around which new landscapes spontaneously coalesce and
then expand.
Trained as a classical Chinese ink painter and widely versed in the styles and modes of traditional landscapes,
Arnold builds his brushwork and compositions out from the edges of the photographic fragments, extending
areas of light and darkness and transforming the prints from abstract patterns into integral features of
terrain. Mountains and cliffs, broad rivers and lowlands, emerge and extend outward into novel forms and
configurations, each element and construct organically evolving from the other until they reach their natural
end. The shadow of a fissure in the photo may become in the painting the contour of a mountain slope; in
another place, it might broaden to a chasm. Turn the photo on its side and, once finished with brushwork
below, a white strip of bare stone becomes the top of a waterfall [plate 16].
Continuation is transformation, each painting a spontaneous outgrowth following its own internal logic, a
re-establishment of place, taking the photograph as nucleus and creating earth forms and vistas around it that
never existed in nature. Sometimes the paintings and the photographs are distinct in tone and brightness,
standing in contrast: one dark, the other light; one dense, the other sparse. Other times, they balance and
complement each other in easy harmony, both contributing separately to the composition as a whole. And
other times still, painting and photograph integrate so seamlessly that it becomes almost impossible for the
viewer to tell where one begins and the other ends. All these are Arnold’s choices and achievement.
TAKEN TOGETHER
The collaborative works come in a range of formats, from single sheets for framing, fan-shaped prints and
hanging scrolls, as well as a remarkable accordion-style album [plate 25] which reads in both directions, with
photography and painting in alternating leaves of equal size. The album is a culmination of sorts for both
artists, the ultimate expression so far of their collaboration. In it, Michael’s photographic fragments achieve a
state of perfect abstraction, while Arnold takes an aerial perspective, looking straight down instead of straight
on, with no fore-, mid-, or background and no horizon, proposing a reconsideration of Chinese brushwork and
landscape composition, which tradition designed for effect at a much lower angle to the earth. In the end,
these brilliantly executed and unique collaborative works represent a deeply poetic process of opposites at
work, an interplay of reduction and expansion, past and present, a visual kind of call-and-response in its purest
form.
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Rhythms of Abstraction:
The Landscape Duets of Arnold Chang and Michael Cherney
Anita Chung

Upon viewing the collaborative works of Arnold Chang and Michael Cherney it is evident that the tradition
of Chinese landscape painting has exerted a tremendous influence on both artists. Their works arouse in
us the perception and experience of Chinese landscape painting, and are able to transport us out of the
contemporary world and into the existence of the ancients. Yet, one must not forget that the art of Chang and
Cherney is essentially a product of the 21st century. It is the artistic dialogue between two contemporary men
who use their individual languages of painting and photography to pursue shared artistic visions and goals.
Thus it is necessary to understand the essence of their art in reference to contemporary issues of our time.
COMMUNION WITH NATURE: MICHAEL CHERNEY’S LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY
In his landscape photography Cherney traces the footprints of nature, presenting images of the natural
world that draw our attention to microscopic detail. Whether it is the crystalline structures of mountains,
the intriguing patterns of rock textures, or the velvety masses of vegetation—his works inform us of what
a thoughtful and observant artist sees in nature. Cherney’s own experience of China’s landscapes coupled
with his perception of traditional landscape paintings inspire his artistic vision. In abstracting and translating
visions of the external world into two-dimensional greyscale prints, Cherney develops a ‘painterly’ style of
landscape photography that reminds us of the representational aspects of Chinese landscape paintings.
Human sentiment for awe-inspiring nature may remain constant throughout the ages, but the landscapes
that Cherney experiences in today’s China are not the same as those enjoyed by ancient artists. Nature has
witnessed and survived ongoing human domination, industrial pollution, and environmental degradation. The
long-held ideal of the harmonious relationship between man and nature which lives on in traditional Chinese
painting and literature has been challenged in many ways by modern development. Nature is therefore an
especially precious subject for contemplation in this age of environmental crisis. In contrast to the other
contemporary themes of China’s rapidly transforming urban landscapes, Cherney’s microscopic images arouse
a new awareness of the rhythms of life in the natural world. Not only do they present the essence of nature
in its dignity, but they also offer a poetical and intimate vision that evokes emotion and inspires thought. In
this era of frenetically paced daily lives, we appreciate the opportunity to slow down and to give immersive
attention to what can still be found in nature.
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Michael Cherney in the field
(photograph by Lopsang Samten)

FAITH IN TRADITION: ARNOLD CHANG’S INK LANDSCAPE
Contrary to Cherney’s photographic landscapes, Chang’s landscape paintings are less dependent on
personal journeys to China’s physical landscapes but are genetically related to a venerable Chinese painting
tradition that has developed a wide range of conceptions and conventions for depicting nature. Chang’s
landscape has its DNA ancestry in this profound tradition.
Assuming multiple professional roles as an artist, art historian, and art consultant, Chang has the relative
advantage of applying his knowledge of art history and connoisseurship to art practice. His reliance on
‘brush and ink’ (bimo 筆墨), or brushwork, as an essential element of artistic expression keeps him close to
tradition—literati painting, in particular. Notably, brushwork in the literati tradition has departed from its
original representational function and has assumed multiple purposes of self-expression and lineage assertion.
By implication, bimo is not a static concept in Chinese art history but is subject to ongoing reinterpretations at
different times. Even though pre-established brush idioms or methods for depicting rock textures (cunfa 皴法)
have been followed by artists across the generations, the meanings invested into the resultant art language
may not remain the same. Chang’s abstract brushwork reflects his personal taste for Yuan literati paintings, in
which brushwork serves to fulfill individual expression, rather than just to attain visual fidelity to the external
world. In the context of today’s global world in which the artist lives, Chinese brushwork—or the ink medium
itself—has become a notable cultural symbol that enables the contemporary Chinese artist to assert artistic
heritage and cultural identity in the international art scene.

Arnold Chang in the studio
(photograph by Christopher Chang)

Chang follows a well-trodden path upon which many creative possibilities have been explored or even
exhausted. Arguably, it is more difficult to achieve breakthroughs along the same lines, and yet Chang takes on
this challenge. On the other hand, the widening field of contemporary Chinese ink art has been suffused with
even more varied explorations. Joining the art of calligraphy and painting are many new experimentations
in abstract, installation, conceptual, performance, and media arts, which drastically push the old boundaries
of the traditional ‘brush and ink’ medium to embrace other international art languages. This broadening of
the conceptual and technical framework for contemporary Chinese ink art has important implications for the
destiny of traditional-style Chinese painting. Will the traditional art form continue to survive and be able to
prove its vitality, resilience, and capacity to transform? Will the quest for new art languages presuppose the
abandonment of the old? It is under such circumstances that we appreciate Chang’s strong faith in tradition and
his persistent use of brushwork in contemporary art practice. If there is no faith or ongoing experimentation,
there will be no new solutions for the continuity and transformation of tradition.
Technique still matters in the practice of contemporary Chinese ink art, as implied by Chang’s artistic
approach. When the ink medium is so fully exploited as to give rise to a great diversity of contemporary
art forms, there are no fixed standards of criteria for appreciating such a wide range of works. However,
technical accomplishments in brush and ink remain relevant and should not be sacrificed with the broadening
of this conceptual framework. The ancient masters insisted upon the perfection of technique and left a
wealth of accumulated knowledge—precisely, the various methods (fa 法) of brush and ink—at our disposal.
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Not only did they pursue the marvels of brush and ink to fulfill representational or expressive interests, but
they also made use of technical means as a vehicle for attaining a higher conception of spiritual greatness.
Contemporary artists may not share the same interests in the dao 道 of nature or spiritual communion with
the ancients. Still, tradition offers profound insight into artistic greatness—that is, to strive for the quality
of brush and ink in which life and spirit reside. Chang’s landscapes cherish the traditional methods and the
virtues inherent in brush and ink. They also explore other design elements in Chinese painting—for example,
capturing the momentum of forces to achieve structural integration; creating contrasts between light and
dark, wet and dry, dense and sparse, and so on. Ultimately, his works retain the distinctive abstract qualities
of Chinese painting.
HARMONY OF RHYTHMS: CHERNEY-CHANG IMPROVISATION
The fusion of Cherney’s photography with Chang’s painting opens up new artistic possibilities, creating
interesting dialogues between the two artists and their respective languages. The combined operations of the
photographer and the painter turn their creative processes into a kind of artistic improvisation.
Cherney’s photographic excerpts—which manifest deep insights and thoughtful observation—have an
evocative quality that impresses the senses and awakens interest. When used as the first stage for Chang’s
composition, a printed excerpt offers ideas and appeals to the creative thought process. It also rouses
sentiment and invokes an artistic response to this visual experience. Chang’s keen interest in the abstract art
of literati painting and its associated brush idioms provide him with the resources for carrying out the artistic
improvisation. Perhaps this can be compared to the act of imitation (fang 仿) practiced by the ancients, which
depended upon mastery of the brush manner of a model in order to carry out an improvisation within a wellestablished structure. Instead of using an ancient model as impetus, Chang’s improvisation is here prompted
by the physical reality of nature as represented by Cherney.
Essentially, the Cherney-Chang dialogue represents a reconciliation of the tension between two different
art media and two different kinds of visual experience. Cherney’s photographic excerpt is a purposeful
enlargement of a fragment of a panoramic view of nature, so that every detail of the natural rhythms
deserves immersive attention. Whereas Cherney’s print captures nature in its materialized form, Chang’s
painting completes the fragmentary view with an art language that is abstracted from nature yet goes beyond
representation. Cherney’s image shows no human presence but is contrasted with Chang’s traces of the
brush as the vehicle of self-expression. Here, direct experience is combined with the transforming power of
memory and intuition to offer varied aspects of reality, approaching both the outer and the inner. No matter
whether the fusion is harmonious or dissonant, seamless or hard-edged, the viewer is invited to engage with
the constant shift of experience.
Consider that Chang is an American-Chinese painter residing in the United States and Cherney is an American
photographer living in China. Their collaboration breaks the barriers of cultural and geographical constraints
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and goes straight to the essentials of the actual art in order for them to communicate. Interestingly, when
each artist is responding to the other through his creation, there is an inevitable degree of restricted freedom.
Cherney is concerned with the potentiality of pictorial design in his selection of a photographic excerpt; Chang
is guided by the given print to develop the composition and lay down his first stroke. To understand how they
overcome the potential constraints, we must ask how they achieve visual coherence in their collaborative
works.
A common denominator of Cherney’s and Chang’s works is an emphasis on harmony of rhythms. Both
artists deal with the rhythms of abstraction in their respective art forms. When combined, the rhythms of
brushwork echo the rhythms of nature from which the brushwork is derived. One is encouraged to cross back
and forth between the ink boundaries within the composition in order to focus on the joint accomplishments in
creating the rhythms of abstraction and interplay. Such integration also involves the artists’ acute awareness
of the importance of the overall pictorial design in achieving visual unity. Design manipulation in terms of
subtle gradation of tones, contrasts of light and dark, atmospheric effect, and structural integration help
create visual order and coherence. More significantly, the finesse of design presupposes a unity of aesthetic
vision. The soft touch of every element in their art is suggestive of serenity and tranquility, which appeals to
our sentiment and imagination.
FUSION OF MEDIA: FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF CONTEMPORARY ART CREATION
The photograph-painting of Cherney and Chang explores the fusion of time, space, medium, and concept,
as well as the fragments of visual and mental experience. At times, our attention is intuitively directed to the
richness of aesthetic effects; at others, there are the intellectual delights in recognizing the complexity of
interplay and the equilibrium of tension. The ancient Chinese art critics who established the traditional canons
might find this kind of artistic improvisation puzzling. The contemporary spectator, however, is incredibly
familiar with the constantly shifting modes of visual and mental experience. Such are the patterns of our
memory and experience in this contemporary era.
Beyond this there is the beauty of Cherney’s and Chang’s landscapes, which lies in their shared goal of
reaching a higher level of aesthetic attainment that serves to re-invest the natural world with its sublimity
and mystery. In their landscape duets, we sense a degree of calmness and gentleness in the artists’ assertion
of certain enduring values: human communion with nature, respect for tradition, and confidence in creative
experimentation.
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Texture and the Chinese Landscape:
Photograph-paintings by Michael Cherney and Arnold Chang
Michael J. Hatch

“Thought is obtained when you grasp essential forms, eliminating unnecessary
details [in your observation of nature], and let your ideas crystallize into the forms to
be represented. Sublime work is that achieved by thought, which has passed through
Heaven and Earth and searched the character of all the existence in the world. Thus,
both the outward appearances and the inner natures of the objects accord with the
proprieties; [as it is stated in the ‘Book of Changes’] ‘all the objects are [appropriately]
settled into [their forms]’ by brush.”
– Jing Hao 荊浩, late 9th century1
The collaborative photograph-paintings of Michael Cherney and Arnold Chang show us the moment of
oscillation between the mind and the world, the transformation of seen forms to represented forms, the
passing of thought through the world in order to find true essences of that world. Some of the best artwork
shows us what these essential forms might look like, but artwork that reveals that process of meaning-making
itself, in all of its instability and richness, is more rare.
These artworks show that process of meaning-making through a surprising combination of photography
and ink painting, two media that at first seem to share very little. By blending the light-born images of
photography and mental-gestural brushwork of ink painting these works create a visual contrast that in
turn stimulates more fundamental questions about how we see the world and the forms through which we
communicate our understanding of what we see. Texture is the common ground and also the boundary at
which the thought and the seen meet in these works, and this essay will concern itself with that idea, texture,
of how it is recognized in the world as well as how we transfer those recognitions into languages of painting.
MATERIALS AND TEXTURES
Photograph-paintings by Michael Cherney and Arnold Chang engage viewers first through the surprise of
material contrast. A work like After Huang Gongwang [plates 13, 14, 15, 16] seems to be a painted landscape
1 “思者刪發大要擬想形物。。。（妙）思經天地 文理合儀 品物流筆,” Munakata, Kiyohiko, Ching Hao’s Pi-fa-chi: A Note on the
Art of the Brush, Ascona, Switzerland, Artibus Asiae Publishers, 1974, p.12-13.
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After Mi Fu (detail)

in the Chinese tradition of ink line and wash on paper except for a window of space near the middle that is
more densely painted than the area surrounding it. Attending to this intensely detailed area an understanding
slowly dawns on the close observer: the small crystalline patterns that break up the surface of this central
image are dissimilar from the stippled brush marks that expand from the edges of this window out into the
void of the paper. One space is photographic and the texture across its surface is produced by grains of the
film negative. The other space is defined by ink brushed on paper and its textures are the adapted brushwork
formulas of Chinese ink painting.
In some examples the boundaries between the two media are distinct, as in the hard line that separates
photographed mountain from painted mountain in After Mi Fu [plate 17]. This deliberately emphasized
boundary suggests that the practices of painting and photography are different but nonetheless are able
to describe similar things in the world. In other works the boundaries are barely apparent, as in After Huang
Gongwang #4 [plate 16], where the grainy textures of the photograph blend seamlessly with the stippled
textures of the brushwork. Here the work is so intertwined that the difference between photography and
painting seems to be only semantic.

After Huang Gongwang #4 (detail)

This blending and revealing of materials shows an apparent ease of intermateriality that in fact took
significant effort to achieve. When Chang and Cherney first met at the 2007 Chengdu Ink Biennale,2 Cherney
had already developed a way of printing his images onto a porous, long-fibered Chinese painting paper. The
advantage for his photography is the way in which this paper absorbs ink, giving his images depth and softness
as well as a material reference to classical Chinese arts. In fact, Cherney’s processes begin with an interest in
classical Chinese culture. He researches historically significant landscapes in China, and using Google Maps
and Google Earth he locates landscape forms that are at or near these sites. He travels to these areas, hiking
on foot and often off any human path in order to find moments of correspondence or contrast between
the world of contemporary China and landscapes of China-past described in literature and painting. After
crystallizing these moments on film he further digitizes, crops, and enlarges his images so that when he uses
inkjet printing to produce the final pictures on Chinese paper, the resulting windows of landscape are unified
by the soft and all-over texture of the film grains.
As images printed onto Chinese painting paper, these photographs have the added advantage of still
being able to absorb ink after printing, unlike normal photographic paper. Cherney and Chang recognized
this material advantage and its potential for collaborative work, but it was their shared affinity for the Chinese
landscapes of the past that enabled their collaboration. Each possesses a rare and deep knowledge of Chinese
history and art history that few of their contemporaries can claim, even those from China. Arnold’s knowledge
stems from his connection to a lineage of Chinese painters through his training with C.C. Wang (1907-2003),
2 Reboot: The Third Chengdu Biennale, held at the New International Convention & Exposition Center, Chengdu Century City, September 14 – October 12, 2007. Curated by Britta Erickson, independent scholar; Feng Bin, Chair of the Chinese Painting Department at the
Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts; Lu Hong, Chief Curator of the Shenzhen Art Museum; and Kuiyi Shen, Professor of Visual Arts at the
University of California, San Diego.
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whereas Michael’s connection occurs through half a lifetime spent living in China researching and visiting historical sites.
The images that result from these efforts to bridge media through a common interest in the past first open to the viewer through the recognition of material
difference. But it is through similarities in texture that they create a continuity of form, a continuity that presents the visual signs of brush mark formulas blended
with the images of their potential real-world referents. We are seeing two different kinds of textures in a continuous but contrasting state. This strange interplay
of photographic space and painted space is uncanny. It is the experience of recognizing sameness in difference. These are dissimilar practices of texturing,
materially and culturally, but they merge into a single image, complementing one another in order to describe a landscape. But what is texture in each medium
and how do they meet on similar terms to describe landscape?
Within Michael’s photography texture is achieved by decreasing contrast and enlarging the image so that the film grain is apparent. The decrease in contrast
allows for a softening of forms so that hard black shadows and blaring white reflected light are reduced to a subtle play of medium tones. Enlarging the image
provides a second softening effect as the grains of the film become apparent, forming a natural pattern over the whole image. This pattern is the image itself,
the direct result of the light rebounding off of the world, but it is also the medium, chemicals on film crystallized by reaction to light.
The painterly aspects of Michael’s photographs appear similar to late nineteenth and early twentieth-century pictorialist photography, such as that of Julia
Margaret Cameron or F. Holland Day. These photographers came to a painterly atmospheric by manipulating their materials and processing techniques, but the
kind of painting that they sought to liken to photography was of an entirely different tradition. Michael strives toward the painterly-ness of Chinese ink painting,
particularly as Arnold practices it. This is painting based in the idea of essential texture marks, cunfa 皴法 (literally “wrinkling method,” but alternatively, “texture
strokes,” “brush modes,” or “modeling strokes”).3 These are the formulas that painters use as shorthand to describe the various surfaces of the world. There
are texture marks for the faces of cliffs, for the distant foliage-heavy peaks, and for the trunks of pine trees, willows, or paulownias. They are patterns of brush
marks recognizable for their remarkably consistent configuration throughout the centuries of Chinese painting history. They are Jing Hao’s “essential forms” as
agreed upon and used by centuries of painters.
The softened edges and graininess of Michael’s images are not the same as texture marks in Chinese ink painting, but they create a middle ground of
similitude. Through that similitude the lit surfaces of the phenomenal world can be made continuous with the mental images of the world of Chinese painting,
showing as directly as possible the process of representation. These photograph-paintings show how what we see is essentialized in order to take form in mental
images and how those mental images then re-form what we see.
HUANGSHAN IN TWO TONES
Among the works in this exhibition, Huangshan [plate 25], an accordion-style album of alternating photographs and paintings, most directly shows Cherney’s
and Chang’s call and response between the imagined and the seen. Page by page they show an oscillation between forms of the world and forms of the mind
and the reaching out of the one to the other through texture.
Cherney’s photographs of Huangshan are actually a continuous slice of a single negative, the original image of which cuts across the expanse of the peaks,
3 For various discussions on texture through Chinese painting history see: Susan Bush, The Chinese Literati on Painting (1971); Joan Stanley-Baker, “The Development of Brush-Modes in Sung and
Yuan,” Artibus Asia 39/1 (1977); Jerome Silbergeld, Chinese Painting Style (1982); and Yi Gu, “Scientizing Vision in China: Photography, Outdoor Sketching, and the Reinvention of Landscape Perception, 1912-1949,” Brown University Dissertation (2009).
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Source from which the photographic excerpts of the Huangshan album are drawn

cliffs, and valleys of that famous terrain. Cherney drives all sense of orientation to the margins by excerpting only a slim window of that image. That sliver of an
image is further broken into regular intervals of blank paper onto which Chang painted. Chang’s paintings are reactions to the patterns and surfaces that Cherney
has presented but they are also drawn from a well of brushwork experience, the source of which is Chang’s lifetime spent seeing and emulating classical Chinese
paintings. Pulling from the resources of Cherney’s image and past landscape painting, Chang’s work presents the diversity of adaptations that the Chinese
landscape idiom can inspire, showing how texture is recognized in the world and transferred into languages of painting.
At times, Chang’s paintings closely follow the rhythms of lacerated cliffs and monolithic granite faces shown in Cherney’s Huangshan, his brush line directly
emulating the patterns of foliage alternating with open rock slabs. Other times, the deep tonal ambiguity and lost horizons of Cherney’s excerpts inspire Chang
into firm ribbons of wet brushwork that barely hold onto form yet somehow transmit the essences of Huangshan’s morphological wonder.
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The pairs of images at right show how the mind strives to eliminate unnecessary detail in order to represent
something essential. They are fundamental displays of Jing Hao’s advice on painting: driving thought through
heaven and earth in order to find a form that is balanced between outward appearances and inner nature.
Only here this goal is pursued by two minds and through two mediums. Cherney’s photography is able to
inspire these responses because of the degree to which he has manipulated his medium to drive Huangshan,
the most photographed of Chinese landscapes, toward its essential textures and forms. Michael’s reductions
guide Arnold’s formulations just as Arnold’s brush marks reinforce Michael’s visions of the world.
The Huangshan album shows the processes of collaboration between two minds and two mediums,
showing how essential forms of the mind draw from observations of the world. This is taken one step further
with the Huang Gongwang series, where texture marks take on an their added layer of meaning as formulas
of brushwork associated with the canonical names of past Chinese painters.
WHERE IS HUANG GONGWANG?
Within the history of Chinese ink painting, texture marks were not just directly derived from observations
of the world, they were also formulas with historical lineages. By the late sixteenth century the canonical
masters of the past were each affiliated with specific uses of texturing and brushwork styles. Emulating
these canonical masters became a dominant trend in painting and emulation took the form of understanding
and manipulating the texture marks affiliated with these names. With this added dimension, texture marks
were not just the particular patterns of a given mind searching through the world for essential forms. They
extended the question of how we represent the world in forms and languages by asking how we see the
world through the language of forms arrived at by others, in this case painters from the Chinese past such as
Mi Fu 米芾 (1051-1107), Huang Gongwang 黃公望 (1269-1354), or Wang Meng 王蒙 (1308-1385). In a series of
works titled after various artists of the past Cherney and Chang engage this aspect of Chinese painting history,
asking how the oscillation between the imagined and the seen is altered by the languages learned from the
landscapes paintings of China-past.
After Huang Gongwang #1 [plate 13] was the first collaborative work done by Cherney and Chang. Within
his work for another project, Michael noticed a segment of a negative that recalled for him a part of the
canonical Yuan dynasty painting made around 1350, Dwelling in the Fuchun Mountains, by Huang Gongwang. In
the gathered dots of foliage along hilltops that sloped in gentle parabolas he saw a correspondence between
painting and the world. He sent this segment to Arnold, printed in various formats on blank painting paper,
asking, more or less, “Where is Huang Gongwang?”
Among the single paintings that have been profoundly influential in the history of painting in China,
Dwelling in the Fuchun Mountains ranks at the top. It is from this painting that the idea of a Huang Gongwang
texturing style is most directly extracted. That style is easily recognized as a combination of long, dry “hempfiber” strokes topped in moistly-brushed “alum heads” and “mossy dots,” usually applied to rounded or
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Huangshan (details)

trapezoidal peaks and done in monochrome. In the fifteenth century the painter Shen Zhou 沈周 (14271509) owned this painting, inscribed it, and emulated it in his own work. At the beginning of the seventeenth
century Dong Qichang 董其昌 (1555-1636) did the same. It was after the seventeenth century, when Dong’s
theory of painting schools became dominant, that the Huang Gongwang style became most highly emulated.
Dong described the essence of Huang’s style as “rich peaks and ridges, lush grasses and trees,”4 and in his
colophon to Dwelling in the Fuchun Mountains he wrote that the effect of viewing it was like a “void moving
toward form and back again.”5 Although these descriptions are more atmospheric than specific, they point
to the emphasis placed on the conceptual nature of the landscape, and Huang was known more as a painter
of his own mental interiority than a painter of the actual surfaces of the world.
In the case of the Fuchun Mountains, the actual site does exist in the world, just north of Hangzhou,
although it does not look particularly like the landscape Huang painted in 1350. Instead of similitude, Huang
was interested in painting an “inner nature,” not just of the place but also of himself. Huang was referencing
the Fuchun Mountains primarily as the residence of the Eastern Han dynasty hermit Yan Ziling, a man who
constantly refused imperial service, opting instead for the simple life of a recluse. Although Huang had been
to Fuchun, the images he created in his handscroll are more imbued with poetic, geomantic, and historical
references to the place than with visual ones. As John Hay argues, Huang’s landscape is an ultimate expression
of xieyi (寫意 “writing out the mind”), a visualization of qi (氣 primal energy) in its processes of manifestation.6
That is to say, the painting is about how Huang visualized the world.
Huang’s process of channeling the world into the essential forms of an image has over the years been
reduced to the even more essential form of a texture style attached to his name. These are the languages
that Chinese painters use to communicate about landscape and through landscape their understanding of the
world in general. For Michael to see Huang Gongwang in the world speaks to his understanding of Chinese
painting tradition and to the visual durability of the Huang Gongwang texture style.

Top: Michael Cherney, After Huang Gongwang #2
(detail)

Arnold’s responses to Michael’s photographs take Michael’s vision a step further by showing the rich
possibilities that processes of historical emulation still have for artists. While Huang Gongwang has been
copied and emulated for over six hundred years, this work reinstates a relationship between his painting
and the seen world that has not been accomplished before. Each combination directly asks how painting
looks like the world and how the world looks like painting. Arnold’s brushwork responds in ways that are
Huang Gongwang, in ways that are invented entirely from Michael’s image, and in ways that are entirely his
own.

Bottom: Huang Gongwang, Dwelling in the Fuchun
Mountains, ca. 1350 (detail)
4 From a colophon on a 1592 album leaf in the Taipei National Palace Museum by Dong Qichang reading, “峰巒渾厚.草木華滋.以畫
法論大痴非癡.”
5 “虛往實歸”
6 Hay, Alan John, “Huang Kung-Wang’s ‘Dwelling in the Fu-Ch’un Mountains’- Dimensions of a Landscape,” (Princeton, 1978), 296301, 307-314, 336.
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Some of that variety is seen in the three excerpts at right from the Huang Gongwang series, in which
Arnold’s reactions show the ways in which a single excerpt can stimulate a multitude of formal reactions. In
one image there is a direct continuation of the long fibrous lines punctuated by inky wet dots that characterize
Huang Gongwang’s style. In a second detail a long white plateau spreads out below the rocky outcroppings
of the photographic excerpt, a structure that has no direct relationship to the forms of landscape attributed
to Huang’s name. In a third detail, a waterfall floating among clouds bears more similarity to the forms of an
Arnold Chang painting style than the Huang Gongwang style or the photograph offered by Cherney.
SEEING THE CHINESE LANDSCAPE
Photography and ink painting have met before, but not like this. Here they are on equal material terms and
the properties of one are able to amplify and extend the properties of the other allowing us to think about the
fundamental ways in which we see the Chinese landscape.
Photography first began to challenge Chinese painting as a means of representing the Chinese landscape
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. The idea of a Chinese landscape as one of the mind was
juxtaposed with vision of the Chinese landscape as shown in the growing number of photographic journals
and newspapers. The practices of Chinese painting changed in reaction to these new ways of showing the
world. In the painting of the Lingnan School, a photographic sense of light and surface was integrated into
early twentieth century ink painting. Drawing from the Japanese experiments with New Ink Painting (shin
nanga 新南画), Lingnan painters like the brothers Gao Jianfu 高劍父 (1879-1951) and Gao Qifeng 高奇峰 (18891933) adapted ink painting language to be more visibly akin to photographs, taking advantage of the subtle
washes and subduing individual brushstrokes to create blended, lit surfaces.
Parallel to this development Lang Jingshan 郎靜山 (1893-1995) created photographic collages that seemed
like Chinese landscapes. He used multiple negatives, dodging and burning parts of them into composite
landscape images that were structurally similar to Chinese paintings because they obliterated any sense
of perspective. Craggy peaks appeared to float next to one another on seas of white clouds that were not
clouds at all but just unexposed photo paper. There was no painting per se, only visual allusions to painting
compositions as executed in the medium of photography.
The closest painting that is similar to the work of Cherney and Chang is that of early twentieth-century
traditional-style ink painters such as He Tianjian 賀天健 (1891-1977), Qian Songyan 錢松嵒 (1898-1995), and
Fu Baoshi 傅抱石 (1904-1965). These painters sought to redefine texturing methods by aligning them with
outdoor sketching rather than with names of historical painters, with the goal of enabling students to see
these historical textures in nature.7 The photograph-paintings by Cherney and Chang visualize that same
7 Gu, Yi, “Scientizing Vision in China: Photography, Outdoor Sketching, and the Reinvention of Landscape Perception, 1912-1949,”
Brown University Dissertation (2009), 161, 168.
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Armold Chang and Michael Cherney, After Huang
Gongwang (details)

impulse but they put texture methods and natural forms into direct contact. Because of their material joinery
these collaborative works are fundamentally different than those earlier experiments in collaboration between
painting and photography. They offer to Chinese painting the opportunity to re-examine the relationship
between textures of the world and the textures of the mind, between Jing Hao’s “outward appearances”
and “inner natures.”
A deeply philosophical history of representation is attached to the painting of the Chinese landscape. The
transformation of seen forms to represented forms, the passing of thought through the world in order to find
true essences of that world, these are fundamental processes of making meaning. The world also responds
to these representations, as Jing Hao referenced in his quotation of the Book of Changes: “ ‘all the objects
are [appropriately] settled into [their forms]’ by brush.” Works by Arnold Chang and Michael Cherney show
the moment of that settling. They are a visualization of how what we see takes form in mental images and
how those mental images are represented in order to re-form how we see. These fundamental processes are
at the core of painting and photography, but even more crucially they are the basic elements that we use to
create knowledge and to communicate it.

Michael J. Hatch, Joseph Scheier-Dolberg and Arnold
Chang, March 2011 (photograph by Michael Cherney)
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Interview with Arnold Chang and Michael Cherney
Joseph Scheier-Dolberg

I have known Arnold Chang and Michael Cherney for the better part of a decade, and I was present the
first time they met in 2007. In the years since then, I have watched their solo work develop alongside the
collaborative project that is the focus of this book, and we have engaged in dialogue, in groups and in pairs,
about their work as it has grown. The core issues at play in this collaboration—the enduring relevance of the
ink painting tradition; the interlace of lens, photographic print, and brush; what it means to insert oneself into
a historical continuum; how artists subsume themselves to create successful collaborative work—are of great
interest to me, and I have been grateful for the chance to observe two artists whom I admire grappling with
them. In November, 2013, the three of us sat down in Arnold Chang’s studio in New Jersey and conducted the
following interview in the hopes of capturing a sense of our ongoing dialogue.

We’re not just trying to do
something new. We’re trying
to do something that feels
right and honest and makes
use of our respective skills and
shared aesthetic.
–Arnold Chang

THE GENESIS OF THE PROJECT
Joseph Scheier-Dolberg (JS-D): Tell me about the genesis of this collaboration.
Michael Cherney (MC): The first time Arnold and I met was in 2007, at the Chengdu Biennale 成都雙年展; it
was also the first time I met you.1 I particularly liked the works Arnold had in that show and I remember it
was Arnold who mentioned that there was something similar about our work on a kind of a microscopic
level—that if you looked closely at his brushwork and at the way that I was enlarging and printing
photography, that there was a lot of similarity in the ink dots, but we didn’t really pursue it right away.
Arnold Chang (AC): Yeah, I just had the idea that I thought it would be interesting to try to collaborate, for
a couple of reasons: one is that even though we are working with completely different methods, and
to some extent different mediums, there was, I thought, the germ of something similar. And then I
thought about our backgrounds, which are different in some ways but very similar in other ways. I
also think that my experience at the Chengdu Biennale, where they treated me not very politely at the
symposium, made me think about some things I had not really thought about before—it really focused
me on thinking about what it means to be a Chinese artist. And then there is this guy Michael Cherney
who was in this show of Chinese artists, but he’s American. Their definition of ink at the Biennale was
1 Reboot: The Third Chengdu Biennale, held at the New International Convention & Exposition Center, Chengdu Century City, September 14 – October 12, 2007. Curated by Britta Erickson, independent scholar; Feng Bin, Chair of the Chinese Painting Department at the
Sichuan Academy of Fine Arts; Lu Hong, Chief Curator of the Shenzhen Art Museum; and Kuiyi Shen, Professor of Visual Arts at the
University of California, San Diego.
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It’s respectful to the ink
tradition. But also, if you can
be lucky enough through your
own work or collaborative
work to feel as if you’ve added
one brick in that road, then it’s
already quite special. It doesn’t
necessarily have to be that
you’re revolutionizing things
— just taking it a step farther
for people yet to come.
–Michael Cherney

expanded so that it wasn’t just old fashioned ink painting, and there were all kinds of new things that
were very interesting. But I also felt that even though the majority of the artists were still working
with traditional Chinese materials—brush and ink—ironically, it was Michael Cherney’s work that best
captured the essence of what I felt was important in classical ink painting.
I had no idea how we were going to do it, but I had this thought that we should try to do a collaboration
sometime.

Excerpt from Arnold Chang’s Landscape [2007.6];
exhibited at the Chengdu Biennale, October 2009
(photograph by Bruce M White)

MC: Although I have an appreciation for ink painting, I don’t do ink painting myself, and so although I try
to kind of achieve that aesthetic, this was the first time where there ever would actually be brushwork
applied to my photography, which was appealing. Even though I wasn’t necessarily looking to use
Arnold’s brushwork as a way to validate my own work, I thought it would be a way of bringing the
two—ink painting and photography—closer together. There had been some experimentation that I
had seen of people trying to combine photography and brushwork, but I felt in a very superficial way.
We weren’t really looking at having it be a novelty. It was more about how to bring these two different
forms together in a way that could create something greater.
JS-D: So you guys meet in Chengdu and find that you have respect for each other’s work. You exchange
contact information and you go your separate ways. What happens next?
AC:

Right, what happens next is that we keep ending up being featured in the same exhibitions together.
One was at Hamilton College.2 Then of course there was Outside/In at Princeton.3 When we met up
again at Princeton there was a symposium, there were all kinds of events, we got to know each other
better. Then I started thinking more concretely about what kind of thing we could do that would work
together.

PROCESS AND MATERIALS
AC:

Excerpt from Michael Cherney’s Mount Hua Album
T4, from the Bounded By Mountains series; exhibited
at the Chengdu Biennale, October 2009

My first question was—which was kind of a key, because I knew I would still be painting on paper—I
needed to know whether Michael could print his photographs onto the kind of paper that I use for
painting. My initial thought, I remember, was that it would be much more a combination of printing and
painting in the same image. In other words, having like a print—some kind of image—that I could paint

2 Dislocating the Center: Contemporary Chinese Art Beyond National Borders, held at the Emerson Gallery, Hamilton College August
25, 2008 - January 4, 2009. Curated by Steven J. Goldberg, Associate Professor of Art History at Hamilton College and Carol Conover
of Kaikodo Gallery.
3 Outside In: Chinese x American x Contemporary Art, held at Princeton University Art Museum, March 5 – June 7, 2009. Curated by
Jerome Silbergeld, P. Y. & Kinmay W. Tang Professor of Chinese Art History at Princeton University; Cary Y. Liu, Curator of Asian Art
at Princeton University Art Museum; and Dora C.Y. Ching, Associate Director of P.Y. and Kinmay W. Tang Center for East Asian Art at
Princeton University.
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over and have it much more integrated in that sense. So that’s how I was thinking about it, but first of all I wanted to see if Michael could print on the right
kind of paper and if he could find some images for me to mess with.
JS-D: To that point, Michael, you had been printing on sized xuan paper?
MC: Yes, very smooth xuan, kind of semi-sized …
JS-D: And Arnold uses toothier, more fibrous paper?
MC: Yes, for brush effects.
AC:

Right—rougher, and usually more toned too.

JS-D: So, in the end, you were able to surmount this technical challenge and print on the kind of paper that Arnold likes to work with. What then?
MC: In early 2009, I first started photographing a very dry area in north China called the Loess Plateau 黃土高原. Shortly afterward, I went back to look through
the images from that trip with the collaboration in mind, and they seemed to fit. It seemed logical because Arnold paints in a kind of dry style, at least from
the work that I’d seen. We considered a lot of different processes to account for the fact that Arnold’s work is unique but mine can be printed—using thin
paper and maybe layering it up, or all kinds of different thoughts, but we ended up starting with the most simple, which was me printing first and sending
it to him. I didn’t want to run one of Arnold’s paintings through the printer and just hope that it came out right, because you don’t have a very high success
rate!
AC:

So basically, Michael goes back to Beijing I come back to my studio in New Jersey and at some point I received a package from FedEx, a tube with all these
sheets of paper with kind of random images printed on them.

MC: No context.
AC:

No context. Well, you did send me some information, which I ignored, because I didn’t want to be influenced. I just wanted to look at the images. There
was a whole bunch of them, and just flipping through trying to figure out if there was anything I could work with, I very quickly spotted the one that we call
After Huang Gongwang, and I’m thinking that it looks like Huang Gongwang 黃公望. I then basically started painting with no particular plan in mind, and I
realized that I could paint around it and create some really some interesting effects. I did that very quickly, that first one, in a couple of hours maybe [plate
13]. Then I took a digital photo, e-mailed it to Michael and said “what do you think?” And …

MC: I was pretty happy …
AC:

And basically we both said: “we’re onto something.”

MC: Yeah and then we said … remember we spoke about working more with that same image? So I sent another.
JS-D: Arnold, how long did these excerpts have to sit around in the studio before you had the inspiration to actually put brush to paper after Michael sent them
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to you?
MC: Some are still there!
AC:

Yeah, some—most of them are still there. Actually this first “Huang Gongwang” just seemed like the right image to start with, and then I had to wait for
him to send me more images based on that, and I don’t think I did any in between.

MC: But as soon as you chose the one that you were responding to, it didn’t have to sit around very long for you to start painting, right?
AC:

Yeah. So you can imagine I get this image with this rectangle on it and painted around it, just created a composition and took a bad digital image, because
I obviously haven’t mounted it yet, but I got the idea…

MC: With a little bit of painting on the actual photo, too…
AC:

With a little bit of painting on the actual photo, emailed it off, and then we took off from there. The reason I had additional confidence that this was
something of interest was that I then took the image and put it up on my wall—this is what I do when I’m working on a painting, I always hang it up so I can
live with it and decide what to do next—and I notice that everybody who walks by sort of does a double take, including people like my son, who doesn’t
really pay that much attention to what I’m doing artistically, and my students, too. Everybody came and sort of looked at it and found it very intriguing,
because I guess you’re drawn to the image, but there’s something very strange about it, you have this rectangular box in the middle of what looks like a
traditional Chinese painting.

MC: It’s a little darker.
AC:

Right, it’s a little darker, and … it’s odd. So you don’t just walk by it, as I’m sorry to say one might walk by one of my regular, old-fashioned ink paintings!
People would try to figure out how it was done, and then you kind of hook them because that’s all you want, is to get them to look at it and think about
how it’s done.

JS-D: So, Michael, once you received that first image back from Arnold and you had a sense of what he was doing, how did that then affect the way you chose
excerpts from your own photography to send him, from that point on?
MC: It had a big effect. Not only in choosing excerpts for Arnold, but also in the whole path that some of the art took, because I was kind of gaining an
understanding of what an ink painter is looking for, and I would then try to go find that in nature almost, or at least find these references, these examples in
nature. And it’s true that there would be some photographic trips where I knew the chances of finding images for the collaboration would be very small—I
may end up with some successful images for my work, but you’re not going to have those isolated elements that painters can work on. Ideally for a solo
piece it should stand strongly on its own. But at this point I began looking for images that looked like they had strong elements in them, but needed to
be expanded on a bit. The excerpts that work best for collaborations, I think, are not quite “there.” They still need something more, and there have been
cases where—particularly with excerpts that I liked a lot and I showed to Arnold—he said there’s no need to expand on them; those are already done.
JS-D: The first set of images that you sent to Arnold were all the by-products of trips done for other reasons, for your solo work?
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MC: Right.
JS-D: The Loess Plateau images—you had gone there for your solo work and then you had images lying
around that you thought might fit. So what’s the first trip you went on knowing that you might use
some of the images for this collaboration?
MC: After that, on all the trips I took, I tried to just keep in the back of my mind that there could be some
works that might fit, and maybe I ended up taking pictures that I would not normally have taken. But I
also started to develop specific trips for creating small landscape studies that could either be for people
who appreciate, or do, ink paintings, or could just be looked at for what they are. So I ended up giving
Arnold more and more things figuring that some may not draw his interest at all, because I still don’t
have that great an understanding of ink painting. Because, from what I understand—and Arnold can
elaborate better on this—it’s easier [for Arnold] in the sense that he has a jumping-off point, but then
the challenge lies in making it fit the style of these photographs in a way that’s not too static. So it’s
been really great, it’s been very helpful I think, in that there’s a whole other direction the art has taken:
almost like landscape studies to inspire ink painters—especially those who don’t necessarily get to
travel that much.
JS-D: Are there other aspects of the mechanics—the nuts and bolts of the process—that you think people
should know about?
MC: There’s a research aspect to my part of the work, and then the photo trips, especially with landscapes or
dry landscapes, those tend to be done in the winter when there’s less foliage so you can capture more
of the “bones” of the landscape. I photograph on 35 mm film, sometimes a single frame, sometimes
two frames joined together on a panoramic camera but then all the film—it’s shot on black and white—
that film is brought to the US and developed.
There’s one developer in the US that develops a negative film as a slide, and I do that just because it
becomes much easier to study the high detail images, where it would be very difficult to do either as
a contact sheet or on a computer screen. And so I have a light table with the slides and little pieces of
paper to cover up various parts of the frame to see what excerpts might emerge, and it can be a tiny
little square or rectangle, it could be a thin slice, it can look like it has potential to work as a fan shape,
any one on those things.
So I really won’t know until I’m looking at the actual slide. Then I scan that excerpt—so let’s say maybe
10% of the photographs end up looking like they have potential to do anything with them—and I scan
those. A huge portion of those will drop out too after scanning, just realizing that the details weren’t all
that great or it won’t necessarily work.
Then I have to make a determination about the shape and size. You can have a print on a full size sheet
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Michael Cherney photographing the Loess Plateau,
January 2011 (photograph by Lopsang Samten)

of xuan paper for Arnold, if you print it at like, let’s say 12 X 12 centimeters versus 18 X 18 centimeters can
sound like a small thing, but it actually makes a very big difference once when you’re actually looking at
it in hand.
AC:

And what kind of printer do you use?

MC: It’s just an Epson inkjet printer with pigment ink, and the xuan paper is not treated in any special way, so
as far as an ink painter or a mounter is concerned it’s the same materials — waterproof, all that stuff. It’s
just that the image would look quite different if it was printed on photo paper or treated paper. It’s not
as contrast-y—it loses some of the detail because of the absorbency of the paper. But for this particular
kind of subject matter it carries more weight. It just feels stronger than it would on photo paper.
AC:

Because of the different mediums that we’re using, the process is very different for the two of us, even
though we are searching for a compatible aesthetic.
When you think of what Michael has to do—I like to think of it as the front end—it’s a very, very long
and time consuming and laborious process. He’s got to go pack up his stuff, his gear and go with his
sherpa to these weird places and find photos. He shoots with film and then he has to send it to Colorado
to get the slides developed and then he gets them back, and then he goes to the light box with a loupe,
and he’s got this thing that he uses to mask the view and find a little excerpt, and then he’s got to pick
the ones that he thinks are going to work, digitize them, crop them correctly, and then print them.
From the time he shoots the photo to the time he gets an image that I can work with—it could be
months, and in fact it’s hard to do it in less than months. But then it becomes possible to make multiples.
For me, the process is entirely different. He’s done all the leg work up to that point, and he sends me his
portion, at which point his part of the process is almost finished. Then I’ve got to figure out what to do
with it. So for me the time element is much shorter, and once I figure out what I want to do, the actual
process of doing the painting can be very, very quick—as I said, the first one took just a couple of hours.
On the other hand, the problem is I only have one shot. If I screw up I can’t just print another one. In fact
I have to have Michael print another one and start over.

MC: Well, it’s that time plus all of Arnold’s years of training.
AC:

Right. Well, that’s a given, but … actually at that point, Michael is not finished. Usually he’s the one who
applies the seals and takes care of the mounting and the boxes and all that, he’s very good at that. So
it’s a true collaboration, from start to finish.
Once we got the process going, it opened up all kinds of avenues, once you have the idea that we’re
going to start with a photographic image that’s printed and then I’m going to embellish it in one way or
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b

EVOLUTION OF “AFTER HUANG GONGWANG” FROM PHOTOGRAPH TO FINISHED PIECE
Steps a through d (Michael Cherney):
a) Cherney’s uncropped 35mm photograph of a landscape scene on the Loess Plateau, Shaanxi province, China
b) part of the image is isolated
c) the unwanted part of the image is cropped away; the remaining excerpt is balanced for contrast and tone
d) the excerpt is printed on to xuan paper
Step e (Arnold Chang):
e) the print is expanded upon with brush and ink [plate 13]
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another. Then we started to come up with all the possibilities—“well, what about the fan shape, what about the handscroll, what about the hanging scroll,
what about, you know…”—anything you could think of, we probably thought of. Even going back to this first set: one of the things that’s so attractive, I
think, about the first “Huang Gongwang” set, the three images that we did, is that you have this rectangular shape that really makes it modern somehow.
Of course you can think about Western art, but even in Chinese painting, with Wucius Wong 王無邪 and his grid-based paintings, for instance. So it really
fits into that—it seems like the next step in a certain lineage, but on the other hand I also wanted to see what would happen if Michael could print images
that blurred at the edges, to see how that would result in a different feel. So with the last one of these four, he actually blurred the edges, and then what
I decided to do was turn it and make it vertical and turn it into a waterfall, and that created a composition that is actually very unusual [plate 16].
GEOMETRY
JS-D: I want to pick up on something you were talking about, Arnold: the role of geometry in these collaborative works. One of the most striking things
about these artworks is the coexistence and interaction of Arnold’s brushwork with hard edges and right angles. This kind of geometry exists for purely
representational purposes in pre-modern Chinese painting—jiehua 界畫 architectural paintings, for instance, are full of geometric shapes that describe
buildings—but the effect of the edges of the printed images in this work is very different. You mentioned that it makes the work look modern Arnold, and I
think that at the level of reception it is very true, that the presence of all these hard lines and angles calls to mind the foundational role that the grid played
in Modernism in the West, from Mondrian to Agnes Martin and beyond. I want to hear both of you talk about how and why these strong geometric shapes
came to play such a prominent role in this work, and how you yourselves react to the visual effects.
AC:

In the finished product I think what is most obvious is this strong geometric shape, but for the way I work I didn’t feel that that was an impediment at all.
In fact, it’s interesting that it wasn’t really that different for me whether I was starting with the image that had clear cut borders or was faded at the edge.
Actually now that you’ve mentioned it, I think in the images that don’t have clear cut borders it’s easier to kind of make the painting and the photo more
seamless and flow better but I didn’t really see the edges as an impediment. I tend to soften that edge by growing the image in one direction, one corner
or another and kind of expanding in a way that felt a little bit less geometric.

JS-D: What about you, Michael? You work with camera and loupe, so you are accustomed to seeing the world with hard edges around it, but your own work is
always printed to the edge of the paper you work on. Here, with the image in the middle of the paper and the hard edges of the printed segment visible,
the geometry assumes a larger role. So I’m curious to hear from your side how the geometry plays for you. When you printed out that first “Huang
Gongwang” image, did it look strange to you printed in that way?
MC: It was definitely difficult and new to make that determination regarding size and position, because in a way I didn’t want to feel it as if I was limiting Arnold
for what he had to do with this particular image. The whole idea with the photography inspired by traditional aesthetic was: how do you break out of just
that plain old rectangle that most photos are, or how they usually appear in the gallery, hung up on the wall in a frame? And so when you deal with folding
albums or handscrolls you add that narrative feel to them. These collaborations with Arnold, and the resulting landscape studies and fans that came of it,
were the first time for me to make things that could be framed.
JS-D: That’s ironic—you, the photographer, had to team up with the traditional Chinese painting guy to produce frameable work?
MC: Right! There have been a few hanging scrolls, but other than that it’s mostly more narrative things. For these collaborative works, you want to find the
image that works that way but doesn’t feel contrived, so I don’t want to do it just for the sake of being interesting geometrically.
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AC:

We’re not just trying to do something new. We’re really trying to do something that feels right and honest and makes use of our respective skills and shared
aesthetic.

MC: It’s respectful to the ink tradition, but, also, if you can be lucky enough through your own work or collaborative work to feel as if you’ve added one brick
in that road, then it’s already quite special. It doesn’t necessarily have to be that you’re revolutionizing things—just taking it a step farther for people yet
to come.
AC:

Going back to the issue of geometry, there are sort of two kinds of works that have resulted from this collaboration: those with hard printed edges and
those with soft ones. It’s interesting that in showing these works to people, the audiences react differently. Some people really like the ones where it’s a
more seamless connection between the painting and photography. Other people…

MC: They don’t like that as much.
AC:

… they don’t like those ones because it’s not … something … enough. It’s not new enough or it’s not—it just looks like another ink painting.

MC: Or they’re looking for us to highlight our individual contributions more or …
AC:

Right. But from our point of view we’re just doing different things that are interesting.

MC: I think it’s important to realize that it was all meant to be an experiment from the beginning. When we first started the collaboration, I think we were both
a bit skeptical.
PHOTOGRAPHIC GRAIN AND THE AUTOGRAPHIC MARK
JS-D: Arnold mentioned that early on, back at the Chengdu Biennale, he was attracted to what he saw as a consonance between autographic brushwork and
the granular structure of Michael’s photographs. This is an aspect of Michael’s work that other people who love ink paintings, myself included, have been
drawn to—the way in which you have exploited the granular structure of photographic film to evoke the mark-making of literati painting. But now you’re
creating these new images where the grain structure that you’re exploiting is on the same page with actual autographic brushwork in the literati mode. I
want to get each of your takes on how that changes what you’re doing or puts it in a different light.
MC: Well, there’s a whole range of formal strokes in traditional painting that are impossible to recreate with photography. It’s not like I ever purposely sat
down and tried to say that this particular method results in this particular kind of stroke or something like that, although when I end up showing images to
people without them having any context they will …. I’ve had people compliment me on my cunfa 皴法 [texture strokes]! It ends up being dots in different
gradations of grey and different papers result in different feelings.
Most of the time the whole idea of photographic technology is that clearer is better. They’re always after the better quality sensor and the better quality
lens. Now, high quality lenses are very important for what I do, but I’m usually from the very beginning taking pictures with a wide angle lens and high speed
film—maybe 400 ISO or something—so that even that already is going to be grainier than a low speed film or telephoto lens. Then when you take a piece
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of film and you develop it in a certain way that’s very important. So sometimes, like if I photographed a
certain subject and feel that I want it to not be as crisp I’ll actually move farther away from it.
JS-D: This business—that the way you exploit film grain looks specifically like the way the supple brush reacts
on paper in Chinese painting — is this a retroactive thing that critics have put on your work, or did you
have that in mind when you built your process from the beginning?
MC: I don’t have much of an understanding of technical brushwork. It’s only just from looking at paintings
and seeing that there’s a similarity there with the final result. It’s the same thing with deciding what to
photograph—it’s not like you can say “I love this painting” and then go find it in a real world.
JS-D: I guess my question is: did we make that idea up or did you make it up? Because I know that you were
doing something specific with grain, but it’s sounds like it grew organically out of your process and then
later people came through and said: “that looks like brushwork.”
MC: Exactly. Probably as far as brushwork I definitely did get influenced by it, because I had been thinking
more about the whole idea of perspective and losing the perspective by cropping things or breaking
them apart, or the novelty of certain materials and formats have been mostly in my mind in the beginning,
but I realized quite quickly that it can’t only be about just printing on xuan paper or just using a scroll or
an album. It’s not really about that. It really has to be about the content. In the beginning, some of the
early works, there was some portraiture and some stuff that was much more modern, but my interests
evolved more towards ink painting, just because I see it as this kind of high art form—this pinnacle of
technique.
AC:

Going back to why people like Michael’s work—people who are aficionados of ink painting—they are
drawn to it because it has this similar quality, which you can define however you want, but there’s
something about it that reminds us of ink painting. Or at least it’s clearly by somebody who’s informed
of the ink painting tradition. Even though he’s polite and says he doesn’t really know much about it,
obviously he’s looked at a lot of paintings—as an artist, not necessarily as a historian—and there is this
wonderful aesthetic that we both share—and that’s why we like Chinese painting. There’s some quality
of his work that reminds us of ink painting, especially the landscapes.
When I first started doing this collaboration, obviously I’m relying on my decades of training and copying
old paintings and doing my own paintings. And technically, even though it’s printed, Michael is using a
pigment that’s quite similar to Chinese ink, so technically I was able to kind of match it, and obviously
it has to look close enough so that it’s not too jarring. But quickly I realized that rather than trying
to imitate precisely the effect that Michael’s granulated photos have, I realized that I’m not trying to
paint to make it look like a Michael Cherney photograph. What I’m trying to do is paint those Chinese
paintings that Michael’s work reminds us of. So I’m very cognizant of the fact that I’m not just trying
to fill in with the brush and ink exactly the same kind of stippling, or whatever, that it looks like he’s
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doing, but to find a real genuine traditional style and technique and mode that is harmonious with his
photographic images.
And as part of that, I mean now let’s talk a little bit about this idea of cunfa, which is generally translated
as “texture strokes,” and Michael talked about it earlier, this system that developed over the centuries,
where artists developed certain types of drawing techniques or ways of using the brush to create
different textures, and that over time becomes rather formalized and sometimes can even become a
bit mechanical. In trying to relate to all of the different kinds of images that Michael was sending me,
I was reminded that these so called “texture strokes,” these cunfa, were actually developed, in most
cases, hundreds and hundreds of years ago by individual artists who were looking at nature and trying
to find a way of depicting various types of textures in trees and rocks, and trying to imitate what they
were seeing in nature. So it just reminded me that these texture strokes are based on nature, and so this
is a very clear example: here, you are starting with an image that is a photograph of a real place taken
by an artist who’s sensitive to these things and people look at it and go, “Oh, that’s a really Li Tang axecut stroke, or whatever, or that’s a good Mi Fu!” So that’s why it’s almost tongue-in-cheek that we’re
calling these works “After Huang Gongwang” or “After Mi Fu” or whoever, but it’s a very interesting
kind of irony that he’s looking at these things with the knowledge of the paintings and finding in nature
that there is a correspondence.
So for each of these different images I had to find a technique that matched or that at least harmonized
with the image that he’s given me, and it really expanded … I have to rely on all of my training and
knowledge of different styles, and it’s been very instructive, and I think it has helped me to create works
in styles that would not automatically be familiar to me.
THE OLD MASTERS
JS-D: This leads to another question that I wanted to ask. Arnold, over your decades of training, these many
historical styles that you studied kind of baked into you, allowing you to transform them into your own
Zhang Hong4 or Arnold Chang style—the process we call zichengyijia 自成一家. In the last fifteen years,
it seems, it’s been rare for you to single out one of those historical styles and say “this painting is about
Huang Gongwang,” or “this painting is about Wang Meng 王蒙.” Rather, you’ve been doing Arnold
Chang paintings.
One thing that’s interesting about this project is that, because of the material you’ve been getting from
Michael, it’s actually been encouraging you to think in terms of individual historical styles. This series
is almost like a prism for your artistic development—it is taking all these styles that have merged and
been transformed in your work and refracting them back out into individual strands.
4 Arnold Chang signs his paintings with his Chinese name, Zhang Hong (張洪).
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AC:

I think that’s a good point. Let me address it by just talking about my own personal journey trying to be a creative artist working in a traditional medium
with such a long historical tradition.
The way you learn [as a Chinese ink painter] is to start out by copying, and I copied and copied and copied all different styles, everything from the SongYuan-Ming-Qing artists. I had the great opportunity to study with C.C. Wang and copy from original paintings, and really that’s the fastest and the best and
time-honored way of learning to become an artist. But particularly now, in the 21st century, it’s not enough. Actually, it never was, but particularly now, if
you just continue to work in the style of Wen Zhengming 文徵明 (1470-1559), or the style of so and so, it’s a hard sell in today’s world, where the whole idea
of an artist is to do something original and creative, whatever that means. So certainly what I’ve been trying to do over the last decades is develop my own
personal style that somehow is informed by study of all the old masters but, you know, historically that’s the goal, that’s the idea, that’s nothing new. It’s
just that maybe for modern viewers they don’t really understand the process.
You study different styles and hopefully over a long period of time you merge them into your own personal take on the tradition, and I think I tried to do
that with whatever success I’ve had. But you’re right, that in a way in trying to find my own style, my own voice, I felt that it was no longer kind of suitable
to just do works in the style of this master or that master, and I have been trying to forge my own personality and my own understanding.
You’re right—having this [work from Michael] as a starting point allows me to rely on working in specific styles to meet the specific challenge of each
work, but in a way, because the finished product will never be…nobody will ever accuse us of being old fashioned. So in fact the works that I’m doing with
Michael are for the most part, technically speaking, more traditional, more conservative than the works I’m doing on my own, and it’s kind of refreshing.

JS-D: Michael from your perspective, when you go out and look at landscape, does the same prism effect occur, where you see something and you say “Wang
Meng,” or “Huang Gongwang,” or how did this set of available canonical styles affect the photography, or even the way you chose excerpts? Or, to take
another angle on this question, with that first set of works, were you surprised that Arnold so quickly saw in it a specific historical style, and were you
expecting it to be more Arnold’s own personal style?
MC: Well I have defer to his interpretation of how it looks for determining whose style it feels like, but it’s pretty rare that I will photograph after [a historical
painter’s] particular style …. I remember traveling in the Fuchun Mountains 富春山5 and seeing where you can—taking the painting and working backwards
you can see where the painting came from—but it’s hard to reproduce it photographically …. Same with Fan Kuan’s 范寬 (active ca. 990–1030) hometown,
you have these big, rocky mountains, but they don’t look like the paintings. It’s just you can see where the inspiration came from.
The Fuchun Mountains are far enough south that it’s green all year round. You almost never see any kind of rocks, so it’s just … I end up having to search
in different places for a particular kind of style, and usually it’s something that I didn’t quite expect or plan on.
JS-D: It’s true—much of the relationship of your work to traditional Chinese painting has been thematic or regional, rather than stylistic. It hasn’t been, at its
heart, a fanggu 仿古 approach. 6

5 A mountain range in current-day Zhejiang Province made famous to painting historians by Huang Gongwang’s masterpiece Dwelling in the Fuchun Mountains, now in the National Palace Museum, Taiwan.
6 Fanggu means to “imitate the past,” and it refers to the Chinese painting practice of emulating the styles of specific masters.
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MC: Right. There’s this one Mt. Hua 華山 album excerpt that people say is evocative of Huang Gongwang, but that was taken in north, at Mt. Hua. Then there’s
one that people say reminds them of Fan Kuan, but that was taken in Zhangjiajie 张家界, Hunan, in the south. So actually the images that have the direct
thematic connection to something historical like the Yangzi River or the Xiaoxiang 瀟湘 region, those end up being the least traditional looking.
AC:

The least “Chinese-painting-looking”.

MC: Yeah, they’re more like representations of what those areas would look like now.
JS-D: And these “Huang Gongwangs” were all taken from images of the Loess Plateau, right?
MC: Exactly.
AC:

Right, so we’re dealing with aesthetics and visual qualities. And I don’t know—and I don’t need to know—where they were shot. My part of it doesn’t
require that.

MC: Right, and when you take a tiny little excerpt of a certain kind of foliage, maybe something that’s red, you can end up looking at a certain tone of grey,
while something that’s green will look like a different tone of grey, so it’s even hard to know what you’re going to get when you take the color world and
convert it to black and white.
What’s nice about it, too, it’s nice to have your research be kind of detached from expectation and just hope that something will happen, and usually it
does. But it’s nice to see that that nature has the ability to surprise you.
The whole idea was that you would have these—the paintings are not supposed to be too real, they just kind of hint at nature’s potential—and that’s
why an excerpt ends up often to be the only thing that will work, if you want the photograph to hint at nature’s potential rather than present something
that looks completely manifest.
THE CAMERA AND THE BRUSH
JS-D: So I want to talk about cameras, cameras and brushes, cameras and painting. Ever since cameras have been developed, these machines have kind of
been looming over painting. There was a crisis in the late nineteenth century about what painting is supposed to be about in the age of the camera.
Chinese landscape painters have also tangled with the camera—Zhang Daqian 張大千 famously went to Huangshan 黃山 and made a book of landscape
photographs with Zhang Shanzi 張善孖 and, you know, was trying to figure out what sort of inspiration he could glean from the camera—could it push his
artistic practice in some way? So I want to hear from each of you about your experiences with the other’s primary artistic medium. Arnold, have cameras
played any role in your life as a Chinese landscape painter prior to this collaboration?
AC:

No. Not really.
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MC: You never took pictures for xiesheng7 寫生 or whatever?
AC:

No. I do know many artists, Chinese painters who rely a lot on photography, and, for me—actually, this
is an interesting point—I mean, the fact is that I have never lived in mainland China. I’ve visited many
times but I haven’t done as much traveling as Michael by any stretch of imagination. So even though
I’m doing is called “landscape painting,” my knowledge of nature and, specifically my knowledge of
Chinese landscape, is 99.9% based on paintings. So the only role that photography plays for me is to
have photographs of paintings to remind me of what the originals looked like. But I don’t go out and
take a picture of a tree or a rock and say “how am I going to turn that into a painting?” I specifically
avoided going that route because what I’m looking for—what appeals to me in Chinese painting—is the
abstract qualities. In fact, my roots are in Yuan painting, which was heading more towards a direct kind
of personal expression and playing with ink. So it’s not that I specifically avoid using photographs, but I
don’t generally find it helpful at all.

JS-D: Even when you were in art school, you didn’t ever take Darkroom 101, and go out and shoot and develop
pictures?
AC:

Never.

JS-D: So it’s never been part of your practice?
AC:

Well, I should say that when my father was a kid he liked to take photographs and in fact he was a
very good photographer—apparently he won some awards and so forth. But his father, who was very
traditional, wasn’t pleased that he was taking photographs instead of hitting the books—he was a very
typical Chinese father in that way — so he forbade him from taking photographs. So he never took
another photograph—I don’t think he even took another snapshot—for the rest of his life, and I feel
that that was very sad. There was one photograph that my mom had that was a picture that he took in
China, of a boatman, a really cool photo, and the first pseudo-Chinese painting I ever did was a copy of
that work in 1971, when I was 16.

JS-D: This is a somewhat more complicated question to ask you Michael, because while the camera is your
primary tool, you are also a pretty accomplished calligrapher, so you have a relationship with brush,
ink, and paper. But of course using brushes to make representational imagery is a different project
altogether. Maybe you can talk a little bit about those two parallel tracks and your relationship to ink
7 Xiesheng is a Chinese term meaning literally “to draw life” that was in active use from the 10th century at the latest. In its earliest
uses in China, the term had a dual meaning: to draw what one was seeing, and to do so in a highly veristic manner, usually in polychrome with heavy mineral pigments. In the Ming and Qing dynasties, the stylistic meaning fell away, but the term xiesheng retained
the connotation of direct drawing of something in the world. In the modern context, xiesheng has come to serve as a Chinese
translation of the term and idea of “life-drawing,” both in studio and en plein air. By using this term here, Cherney is asking Chang
whether photographs have ever served as an aid in the process of direct drawing from nature.
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Boatman, watercolor on paper, 12 x 9 in, 1971
Arnold Chang

painting itself, either as a producer or a consumer.
MC: Well it’s definitely been very helpful to have a good understanding of the brush. And calligraphy is kind of like, the ultimate art form for goutu 構圖—
layout—and that could be the balance of the elements of one character, or a couple of lines of text, or even a whole text. And so there is a harmony in
calligraphic composition that can be translated to a harmony within an artwork—painting, or photograph, or one of these collaborations, or setting up
an exhibition, or a catalogue, or anything. So it’s definitely been very helpful in an almost unconscious way. But I haven’t done much as far as landscape
painting with a brush. But it’s funny how, almost similar to Arnold—even though I’m doing photography I’m kind of like pushing away from photography,
or realistic photography, while still doing photography. I never wanted to alter the light that was coming in from the real world because I wanted to show
that it was truly nature’s painting, but at the same time I wanted it to feel as if it was something that expresses more some element that shows nature’s
potential, rather than something complete or specific.
JS-D: What about your relationship to Chinese painting as a consumer? When did you start looking at Chinese painting in a way that it started to affect your own
creative work? When did you start being a Chinese painting enthusiast?
MC: The aesthetics of traditional Chinese art are one of the greatest draws for me for the whole China experience, and so it was pretty soon after starting
with language. I had been very much drawn to the aesthetic of traditional art but I didn’t have any formal art history education, and when I gained some,
the photography and the art history interests were very separate paths. It was only through the late 90s, early 2000s, when I was experimenting with
photography, I had taken some straightforward landscapes and asked my father-in-law to write some calligraphic excerpts on them, thinking about how
to combine these art forms in a harmonious way. And a lot of people had done that, put photography and text together in that way, but I realized very
quickly from a practical standpoint that photographic paper just doesn’t quite recreate that feel, and you can’t roll it up in a scroll or you can’t mount it in
the same way.
THE HUANGSHAN ALBUM
JS-D: In 2012, you completed a collaborative work called Huangshan (Mount Huang) [plate 25] that is different from everything else you have made together.
It takes the form of a twelve-leaf album, in which photographic images of Michael’s are interspersed with paintings by Arnold. In a departure from the
approach elsewhere in this collaborative series, in Huangshan, Arnold’s paintings exist side-by-side with Michael’s images, never interacting directly with
the forms of the photographs. The images in this work are quite striking—Michael’s photographs, closely cropped and highly suggestive, seem to float
in and out of perceptibility, while Arnold’s paintings run the gamut from highly descriptive landscape to entirely abstract ink plays. It is a very compelling
work of art. What is the story behind this album?
AC:

I think I’ll start with this one. These images were in the very first batch, the one with the “Huang Gongwang.” Michael sent me a set of images which were
clearly meant to go together, with each individual image on a sheet of paper. I look at them and they’re beautiful, but I can see why Michael wanted to do
something [collaborative] with it because, just as photographs, there are certain…there’s not enough variety to really, you know … somehow you needed
some kind of an interval between them. But I said to myself at the time, “I don’t know what to do with this,” so I rolled them back up and put them in the
drawer.
I didn’t really have a plan for those, but at one point, for whatever reason, I was resting—kind of lying down and starting to take a nap—in that almostdream state where you just kind of relax and for some reason it popped into my head: I know what to do.
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So you know, here, where you have a set of images all of the same mountain—obviously if I wanted to
I could draw connections between them, the way that I’ve been doing [in this project], or paint around
and make it bigger. But somehow, for such a large number of images, that didn’t seem like it would
work. But then I thought, you know what, I’ll just respond. And that was the key. So what I did was he
printed it in one sheet with space so I just, you know, I set them up so that I would have two images and
paint in between.
So I was conscious of the connection, and then I did—how many is it—ten, twelve leaves? I did all
twelve leaves in two days which is unusual. I don’t usually work that quickly. But I just sort of decided I’ll
respond to the images and see what happens.
MC: This album works the exact same way as my folding albums from my Bounded by Mountains series
[that is, the separately mounted photographic images, when taken together, constitute an integral
horizontal slice of a single photograph]. I had actually laid out this album and it was from Huangshan,
which was kind of problematic, just because in a way it felt a bit stereotypical.
AC:

Everybody does Huangshan.

MC: And so I had this album, which would be fine as an album, but when I looked at it in the context of my
other landscape albums, it didn’t stand forth as anything special, or it wasn’t quite strong enough on
its own. So I said, here are the pages of an unmounted album, and I numbered them, and I said if they
were mounted in a traditional way this would be the sequence. This is the geographic reality. And I
remember saying “if you want to drop pages out, if you want to mix up the order, if you want to do
things above or below—whatever,” and so when the inspiration came Arnold stuck with the original
sequence but essentially just expanded the landscape, stretched the landscape. Like if you take both
ends and stretch it, and then he filled in between each one with painting, so it’s almost like an expanded
reality. So essentially traveling through the album you’re traveling between the painted world and the
photographed world, in and out.
JS-D: So this is a single strip of a photograph, the Michael Cherney images in this piece?
MC: Right. If you were to line up just the photographic images they would still line up. And Arnold has said
that as abstract as some them are, you can still see the connection when you look at a couple of pages
together at a time.
AC:

And then we debated whether this should be a handscroll or an album.

MC: It’s very hard to create a successful album because you have these regular breaks, and so I think it’s nice
that whenever a work can be an album, you try to make it an album, because it’s rare.
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Huangshan album leaves prior to mounting
(photograph by Arnold Chang)

AC:

The other thing was that I had to wait for the right moment, the moment when my own style was … this was after Fresh Ink, right?8

MC: That’s right.
AC:

So Fresh Ink actually ties into this because the confrontation with Pollock was an important event for me, even though we really don’t want people to think
that I saw Jackson Pollock and everything became clear! But my style was starting to free up anyway and I was experimenting with these omni-directional
paintings [plates 3, 4, 5, 6], when I suddenly woke up from this sort of almost dream state and said, “I can do this.” And I recognized that the way to do it
was not to just combine them all but to freely riff on each section and to consciously put some more variety in there so the whole thing would flow. And
just like Michael was saying, I’m sure he could mount [just the photographs] as a single handscroll or an album, and it would be alright, but nothing really
exciting. It’s the same for my paintings here: clearly I could do a bunch of these little paintings and either mount them separately or together, but they
wouldn’t feel as complete. It would seem a little bit too easy. I don’t want people to think I’m just doing, you know, funky brushwork. So again, having the
basis from which to start enabled to me to actually experiment in ways that I wouldn’t necessarily do just on my own.

JS-D: How do you envision people experiencing this album?
AC:

Well, okay, one thing that we did which was funny, and I don’t know how it would work if it’s on view in a museum context, but the way that it opens …
you can explain it …

MC: If you open the traditional Western way [left to right], you see photo first and then a painting, and my seal is on top of Arnold’s on the cover, and if you
open from the more traditional Chinese way [right to left] you see Arnold’s seal on top ...
AC:

... and the painting comes first.

MC: And the painting comes first, but it’s … I just selfishly want to give photo a little bit of respect by realizing that it can hold its own with ink painting. I want
people see that it can be done seamlessly, in a harmonious way.
AC:

Well I have to say that I really enjoyed the experience because normally you talk about inspiration—the term is overused—but this truly was a flash of
inspiration, where I just got up and started scribbling, and it was very refreshing.

COLLABORATION
JS-D: How has the collaboration affected your solo work, or has it?
8 Fresh Ink was an exhibition at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, held from November 20, 2010 – February 13, 2011, curated by Hao Sheng, in which ten artists were invited to respond to a classical work from the museum’s permanent collection. In a surprising move, Chang chose to respond to a work by the American painter Jackson Pollock (1912–56), in recognition of his own special
status within the exhibition as the only artist born in the United States. Chang has spoken of the fact that the engagement with Pollock helped to solidify a transformation already taking place
at that moment toward a freer and more all-over visual mode. See Joseph Scheier-Dolberg, “Arnold Chang” in Fresh Ink: Ten Takes on Chinese Tradition, ed. Hao Sheng (Boston: MFA Publications,
2010), 46-61.
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MC: I mean, it created a whole new, distinct path. Arnold and I communicate very well together, so as
a result our collaborations end up being more successful, I think. And Arnold taught me a bit about
brushwork, and it allowed me to kind of explore this whole idea of photographing landscape elements
with ink painting in mind, whereas before it was kind of whole complete scenes, whereas this was really
isolating elements.
It has spurred me to think about creating some albums that will be specifically about winter trees, or a
very dry landscape, or a certain mountain or something like that. So it’s been very helpful for being able
to, in little bits and pieces, have an understanding of different landscape elements, so I can just choose
new elements over the years and explore those—almost like training.
AC:

For my part this is—and I didn’t think of it until now—but I mean, painting is a very, very lonely avocation.
On the one hand, I like being alone and being free to think whatever I want to think, but it is really a fairly
solitary process. So it’s nice to have a collaborator, it’s nice to do something with somebody towards a
common goal, and the fact that we’re coming at from a different angle makes it workable.
We’re trying to do something to find a way for three to arise from two. And we’re sort of the ideal
candidates because it’s cross-cultural and cross-medium. So we’re able to explore a lot together that
we can’t necessarily do independently. I’m just thinking about the fact that the thing we have most in
common with the photography and with the ink painting is grayness. Nothing is black and white. It’s all
just a range of subtle nuances of gray, just like life. If you can find a collaborator with whom you share
that kind of overlap, it’s a blessing.

Arnold Chang and Joseph Scheier-Dolberg during
the interview, November 2013 (photograph by
Michael Cherney)
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Arnold Chang

1 Landscape [2008.7]
Ink on paper
Handscroll
22⅝ x 196 in
2008

2 Meandering Mists [1998.5]
Ink on paper
Hanging scroll
37¼ x 24 in
1998
Collection of the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco
Gift of the Yiqingzhai Collection, 2001.46

3 Mindscape [2011.2]
Ink on paper
56 x 28 in
2011
Collection of Akiko Yamazaki and Jerry Yang

4 Mindscape [2011.6]
Ink on paper
56½ x 29½ in
2011
Collection of Akiko Yamazaki and Jerry Yang

5 Mindscape [2012.1]
Ink on Japanese mounted card
10¾ x 9½ in
2012

6 Mindscape [2012.2]
Ink on Japanese mounted card
10¾ x 9½ in
2012

Michael Cherney

7 Five Peaks
Photographic prints on xuan paper
Set of 5 hanging scrolls
84 x 128 in
2009

central peak

eastern peak

northern peak

southern peak

western peak

8 Selected Source Images (Fan Motif) #2
Photographic print on mitsumata paper
22 x 25⅜ in
2011

9 Tracing Yellow Earth
Photographic print on mitsumata paper
16 leaf album
14¼ x 14¼ in
2012

leaf 16

10 Tracing Northern Wood
Photographic print on mitsumata paper
22 leaf album
10⅝ x 14¼ in
2013

leaf 3

leaf 6

11 Map of Mountains and Seas #4
Photographic print on mitsumata paper
7 x 51⅜ in
2013

12 Water Mountain
Photographic print on mitsumata paper
23⅜ x 39⅜ in
2014

studies

Collaborations

13 After Huang Gongwang #1
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
24 x 36¾ in
2009
Collection of Akiko Yamazaki and Jerry Yang

14 After Huang Gongwang #2
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
24 x 43⅛ in
2009
Collection of Akiko Yamazaki and Jerry Yang

15 After Huang Gongwang #3
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
23⅝ x 38⅛ in
2009
Collection of Akiko Yamazaki and Jerry Yang

16 After Huang Gongwang #4
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
37 x 23⅞ in
2009
Collection of Akiko Yamazaki and Jerry Yang

17 After Mi Fu
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
2010 24½ x 83 in
Collection of Tara Wang

18 After Gao Kegong
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
24¼ x 37½ in
2009
Private collection

19 After Fan Kuan
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
50½ x 23¾ in
2009

20 After Li Sixun #1
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
22 x 36 in
2011
Collection of Princeton University Art Museum
Museum purchase, Laura P. Hall Memorial Fund, and gift of the
P. Y. and Kinmay W. Tang Center for East Asian Art, 2012-20

21 After Li Sixun #2
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
22 x 28⅞ in
2013
Collection of Jiayi Wang

22 Plateaus
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
22 x 28⅞ in
2012

23 Borders
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
22¾ x 24¾ in
2013
Collection of Gorretti Lo Lui

24 After Wang Meng
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
57 x 24⅜ in
2013
Collection of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Xue

25 Huangshan (Mount Huang)
Ink painting and photographic print on paper
Sutra-bound album of 12 double-leaves
8¾ x 260 in
2012
Collection of The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Purchase, Brooke Russell Astor Bequest and funds from various donors,
in memory of Donatella Durazzo, 2014.187
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